Notebook Folding & Cutting Instructions
Pasin bilong foldim notebuk

1. Keep the pages in the order they are printed. Straighten the sheets and fold in half, with the printed side out.

2. Take off the top sheet with the front cover – this sheet has the dotted line in the middle of the folded page.

Take up the other sheets: straighten the edges and then cut along the dotted lines at the top and bottom. ONLY cut along the dotted lines.

3. Take up the top sheet: straighten the edge and then fold in half again. Pinch along the fold where the dotted line is. Cut along this line ONLY to create the central slot or mouth.

4. Separate all the sheets, keeping them folded in half. Assemble the sheets with the back cover (with folding pictures) on top and the other sheets in ascending order behind (2, 4, 6, 8, 10 etc).

5. Now straighten all the edges and roll the lower half of the pages (2, 4, 6, 8 etc). Put the top sheet with the front cover in front of you and feed the rolled pages into the top sheet’s slot/mouth and pull through. The front and back covers should now be next to one another. If not you may have inserted the pages incorrectly. Try again.

6. Fold the book and straighten it to finish with the front cover in front and the back cover at the back.

1. No ken mixim ol peg nabaut. Stretim gut ol pepa. Foldim olsem ol rait mas istap autsait.

2. Rausim nambawan lip igat frant cava long em. Dispela nambawan leap igat lain igat makmak istap namel long em.


5. Stretim ol pepa na rolim long hap we i nogat bak cava long en. Kisim bek nambawan leap igat maus bilong en, na frant cava. Suwim sait yu rolim long en i go insait long maus bilong nambawan lip. Frant cava na bak cava mas istap pas na buk em kamap pinis. Sapos frant na bak cava i no stap olsem, em rong.

6. Flatim buk we frant istap long frant, bak istap long bak. Em Pinis.